
Rides Secretary's Report 2019. 

 

Away day rides. 

These continue to give us scenic rides outside our usual day ride area. Despite the need for lifts, the 

turnout on these rides has been quite high. 

 

Short rides 

Isis decided to discontinue with our monthly joint rides on the last Sunday of the month. In their 

place Isis put on a short ride for both women and men on the last Sunday of the month. 

Also we now have 3 rides leaders happy to lead short rides from Oxford on the same day as the 

away day rides. This means we now have 2 short rides a month, a notable increase on previous 

years. 

Don't forget every Sunday ride can be a short ride if you return to Oxford after coffee. 

Further away rides. 

We had another good ride round the Isle of Wight this year., thnks to Jon for again organising this. 

We also took up Marion's offer of a long weekend based on Caen. Well done to Iraj and John for 

riding all the way to the ferry port, and managing to arrive in good time with plenty of energy left. 

An excellent weekend  was had by all. 

In all 12 made across the channel, though Marion admitted she only expected 3 or 4 people to come 

when she made the offer. Despite the numbers, she organised everything excellently. 

 

Leaders 

As mentioned above, we have some leaders willing to lead short rides. This is good, as we have 

been trying to put more short rides on for a long time, but were always stuck witht he problem of 

lack of leaders. 

For the day ride leaders, currently to number of rides lead falls rather unevenly across the 

volunteers. Have more faces coming forward more often make lighter work over all. 

We have a fair number of leaders for the day rides on Sunday, we could do with a few more. Some 

have been identified for approach to volunteer. 

 

Drop Box 

This is becoming better used for drawing up the rides list, and makes it easier to store and access  

the ride information and route while the ride details are being checked and put on the website. 

 

Coffee stops 

During the year it has become apparent we need to give thought to some of our coffee stops. Some 

accept any number that turn up, some ask for a warning. Some struggle to cope with numbers at all, 

and in the market towns there are usually a selection of venues for us to divide up into. 

 

As always, many thanks to all those who lead rides and sweepers, with out the leaders there would 

be no rides. 

 

James Dawton. 

October 2019. 


